As part of our Quality Start Up program this year each classroom was asked to decorate their doors/doorways so that the entrance to their rooms was attractive and portrayed to the community an important message about learning. Teachers and students brainstormed ideas and used resources to find inspiration.

Each door is unique. Grade 3/4IN created a portal doorway where once you enter you can achieve anything. 3/4LH believes in ‘CLIMBING’ to success. 5/6JT have specified their individual strengths using a Pokémon theme and 5/6 DA believe that they have the ‘POWER’ to achieve success in many ways. The students in the art room believe in shaping a beautiful future. The ‘Bella Lingua’ Group are creating a display that represents language learning as an adventure and as a journey of discovery.

Please take the time to look at the displays when you visit the classrooms.
The Inspiring Doorways of the Junior School

The 1/2VC doorway is based on a book we are reading in class called “The Magic Faraway Tree.” We made a tree stretching high into the cloud called The Land of Learning. We drew pictures of ourselves climbing the tree of learning and wrote about our strengths on the leaves such as “I am a great reader.”

ROLL UP! ROLL UP! 1/2SW has turned their doorway into a CIRCUS! We are the circus performers, using skills that we can also show in the classroom. The acrobats and trapeze artists are working together, the tightrope walkers are taking responsible risks and the clowns are finding humour and having fun with learning.

Prep TP are doing their best and REACHING FOR THE STARS!! We have jumped into our rockets and are zooming off to be the best we can be!